Humboldt University of Berlin; Berlin; Germany
RRID:SCR_005626
Type: Tool

Proper Citation
Humboldt University of Berlin; Berlin; Germany (RRID:SCR_005626)

Resource Information
URL: http://www.hu-berlin.de/

Proper Citation: Humboldt University of Berlin; Berlin; Germany (RRID:SCR_005626)

Description: Public research university in central borough of Mitte in Berlin, Germany. University Library is responsible for editing and curating Persistent Identifiers PIDs, such as organisation identifiers of the University.

Synonyms: Humboldt-Universität, Humboldt-Universität, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Humboldt-Universität Berlin, Humboldt University Berlin, Humboldt University of Berlin

Resource Type: institution, university

Resource Name: Humboldt University of Berlin; Berlin; Germany

Resource ID: SCR_005626

Alternate IDs: nlx_41554

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Humboldt University of Berlin; Berlin; Germany.

No alerts have been found for Humboldt University of Berlin; Berlin; Germany.

Data and Source Information
Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.